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PO Drawer 1508
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TOM UDALL
Attorney Oe1H1tal

MANUEL TIJER.1NA

Oeputy l\tturnc:y CienC!r~I

June 3, 1997

Lawrence G. Weinstock
Acting Director, Office ofRadis.tio11 and Indoor Air
U.S. Environment.al Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington., D.C. 20460

Dear Larry:
Th~ Agency's lettcs dated Mareh 19, April 17, and April 25, 1997 'cstablish values for
several parameters in the performance assessment ("PA") of the::: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
("WIPP"). However, the letters (and the docket as a wb.ole) do not contain any eXplanation or
justification for the decisions retlected in the letters nor contain any of the infomiation supplied
to EPA by DOE in meetiqs and discussions about tbir; parameter .:values. Neither do the letters
rc:spond to the numerous public comments that have bec:n. made concemina the parmnetcrs in
question and the values that might be assigned to them in perfonnam:e assessment. Many such
comments have been made by the EnviroJllllental Evaluation Group (..EEG"), which has

statutory responsibilities with respect to oversight of Wil'P.

To address this situation, I request that the Agency \'EPA") state on the record of docket
no. A-93-02, the cotnpliancc certification rulemalcing, (a) that EPA's detcrmina.tiona as to the
parameters in issue are withdrawn and (b) that comments made by membc:rs of the public will be
fully considerc:d by EPA with an o~n mind before the Agency tUes a position on the matters in
issue:: Further. I request that EPA also state that it will not is~ decisions as t.o parameter values
except in the context of a pq,blished propc:iscd nlle, containib.g the reasoning supporting the
Agency's proposed decisions es to the relevant parmneters and addressing c:oo.cems expressed by
the public.
Frank Marcinowski's letter dated May 21. 1997 to Don Hancock raises several seriou$
concerns a.s to the pariuneter issues discussed herein. First, it says that si.ace the cornplianc:c
certification application was filed, EPA has engaged in ..necessary discussions with DOE" and
"has been in New Mexic::o on an almost continual basis," and it points cut tWt.t the AdmirUst?ative
Procedure Ac:t "does not place any restrictions on agenc;:y commwiications during informal
rulemaking'' and contends that the nllell"1ldng has not, in any case, officially beSUft. This letter
fails to appreciate that an agency conducting an informal rulemaking, c:ven Qllder EPA's bareminimum interpretation of its statutory responsibilities, is required to withhold its final judgment
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Pagl'.! -2until it has given the opponunity for public comment, and is requixed to IIlillce public the
ratioaale and technical basis for the rule it proposes to adopt. EPA's current practice violates
both such requirements, since EPA ill publicly announchi& its decisions on value! of parameters
important to the compliance dct.ennin.ation bd'ore stating the technical and theoretical basis for

those values and obWning public comment. To the contrary, EPA appears to have obtained
ilnportant data from DOE in unannau.nc:ed nonpublic meetings, decided parameter values based
on the data and information presented in those meetings, and publicly taken a position on
parameter values without allowing public participation in tJa procc:iss.
To restore the pro~ss intended by the APA. EPA $hould. mmo\mce that the parameter
values established by the April 17 and 25 letters are withdrawn. EPA should also make public

the dat.a an information conveyed to EPA in the exchanges with DOE. At present these
ex.changes are sc:a.ttely documented in the: record. Further, should EPA determine that it must
establi.!h parameter values at this time, prior to the proposed rulemaldng, EPA must issue a
proposal stating the paramctet value:. sel~ed. by EPA, must set forth the rationale and data
supporting •uch vQlues, and must allow public comment on the proposed v&ues. Further, in
determining parameter values EPA must address both the concerns rai.sc:d to date and those
expressed. in future i;omments about tha valu.s of the parameters in issue.
The parameter values established by the Agency may cause the compliance determination
to be based on an erroneous estimaU: of the safety of the repository and may seriously un<lerstate

likelihood and extent of future releases of radioactivity. Tb.is letter discusses the parameters
which are the: subject of the Agency's· April 17 and 25 letters and points out considerations which
the Agency appears to have disregard.Id. The discussion u.ses the: section designations of the

the

Compliaiic~ Certification Application ("CCA"):

6.4.3 .2; Repository fluid tlaw: The lettcis :state that the pcnneability values for the experimentw
region and the panel closwes (EXP_AREA.IPRMAX_LOG and PAN_SEAL/PRMX_LOG) an:
no longer in question.

The panel closure value is discussed in MASS Att. 7·1. lhi5 doeurnont in tum refers to
small-scale tests of Se.ludo mus conctctc. However, those tests do not examine materials of the

dimensions and con.figuration of the panel clos'Ul'Cs. Further, there arc: assumptions of 5% and
l 0% porosity. which arc not supported by data. Thcse assumptions and other assumptioJJS about
dimensions and closmc of the DRZ underlie the Agency's conclusions as to the magnitude of
flow through the panel closuret and hence its rate of degradation. The Conceptual Models Peer
Review panel initial report found that the PA values for permeability of wastit t~gions anc;,i panel

seals underestimate penneabillty for early periods (PEER at 3-21 ). The panel rejectc~ the use oi'
the constant value (at 3-22) and said that the ..ability of these seals to successfully isolate waste
panels must be considued uncertain" (at 3-23). The supplementary rc:port stated. that the seal
penncability could be assumed tg be maintained by forces of closure,. but no data so showing
were referred to (Dec. 1996 report at 14). The value remains unsupported.
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Page-3The value for perm.eability of the ~erimental m1:11 was judged by the peer review J?O~P
be "co1JServatively high" (PEER at 3-21) and adequate, but die 11roupJs later report stated that
the value gf penneability for the wustc region (a different region) was ac;~table on the
assumption that there would be few intrusions in early yea.rs bec:allSC ot" the:: assumed
effectiveness of active and passive institutional controls (Dec. 1996 report at 12). I understand
that DOE will soon submit PA demonstrations whith omit the supposed effects of PlCs. In s~h
oircmnstances, the PA values for permeability of both the waste and the ex.perim.ental regions
must he considered invalid and would need to be supported by new data. Such concerns have not
been addressed by EPA in finding that the parameter values arc .. no longe? in question."
tQ

6.4.3.3: Gas &c~ation; EPA has, without ex.planation. directed use of an inundated
corrosion rate twice as fast as the value selected in 1he CCA. Tha CCA value i~ hued on longterm tests, thus disreprdizlg tates observed in .s~-t.ctm tests, assunios a pH of about l 0, and
has a minimum rate of 0, on the ussumption that salt crystallization may possibly ptevcnt
corrosion. See MASS Att. 1-2. at 4-5. None of these ;usumpti.ons is well-founded; in paxtiewar,
the probabilities assigned lack support, and the overall result is to bias the corrosion rate on the
low side. EPA•s designated ..,slues retain the minimum of O in a uniform distribution. Doubling
the other CCA values is not ex.plained.
The CCA rao.ge fails to ac::cQunt for the rec;ent work reported. in Telander and Westerman
(1997)(SAN096-2538). This report states. inter alla, that increasing pres.sure significantly
fo.ereases the anoxic corrosion rate (See ES-2, 6-37), The: i;oaosion rat. is correlated to
repository pressure, and PA should account for the two variables in that manner. In the absi::ncc
of correlation, the corrosion rate range and distribution should be incrcasecl significantly to
im;Jude the highly-probable eircumistancc of high tepo$itory pressure.

Further. Telander and Westerman (1997) reports that dCGteasing pH will sipificantly
enhance corroision rates. At pH 3 the a.vemgc rate was 7900 µm/yr- (ES ..2; 6.33). Although it i$
assumed that MgO will tend to control pH, thete must be some uncertainty in the1 matter, and
there will be individual arcu where MgO is not effective. Thus, some consideration of low pH
mu.ft be included in the gas generation rate.
Also. direct contact with salt and backfill enhances the rate (Telander and Westermann
(1997) at ES-2, 6-41), and such will often or wrually be the: case. 1bus, this should also be
a.c;counted for in the rate. The backfill-immersed specimens ~ed a corrosion rate of 4.58
~u:n/yr_ in the bottom-most tier. which may be regarded as reflective of the repository after
clos\U'C. It should be noted that the backfill in the experiments conc-4ined 30% bentonitc:: and 70%
salt.
The 1997 report also states that aluniinum. con:Osion is a significant factor, approximately

equal to the QC>rrosion rate for steel (£S·3). The rate:: of Al corrosion. increased dramatically in the
presence of C02 and in the presence of iron. which must be regarded as c\7er-present. See 6-S3
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Page M4t.brough 6-68). Telander and Westennan also· reported that corrosion of steel in the presence of
aluminum is shuply acceletaied (ES~3; 6·71 through 6-72).

Based on tho ongoing Telander and Westerman stUdies, in 1993 Lany Brush wrote that
the demomtrated. corrosion rate of lmm!yr. should be increased by a factor of SO to account for
the possibility of low pH {Brush to Tierney, June 18, 1993~ at E-10, ·11 ), He also determmed to
increase the rmxiuium rat.e by a factor of four to accowt for high N2 partial pressure (id. E~12).
There was a further iiicfease 'by a factor of 1.23 based on tcmperanue (id. E-13). The resulting

mi'Cimum gas generation rate was 200mln/yr (id. E-23). Brush's ''best ostimate" was la.un/yr.
(id.). Likewise, :Brush previously adopted anurobic mierobial degradation rates of 0.1
moles/kg./yY. (inund.atod) and 0.01 moles/kg.lyr. (humid)(Brush to Tierney, June 18, 1993, at B17). Such rates for processes which generate gas would appeat to be considerably higher than
the valuelii which EPA has said arcs no longer in question.
Such obsava.tiom do not appeu to have been taken into account by DOE in preparing the
CCA. Moreover, DOE seems to have proceeded on the premise that the observed data shall be
used to fix the upper limit of a uaifonn distribution of cottosion rates (soe MASS att.8-2 at 5t
6}-a practice wbieb would systematically understate the corrosion rate. There is no indication
that EPA has considered these :faetors iD determining projected gas generation rates. BPA should
discuss these remits in making publit:i its decision.
6.4.3.5: Dissolved actinide source term: EEG has pointed out that, for plutoni~ 1he
assumption of oxidation states of Pu(lll) or Pu(IV), with 50% probability assigned to. each, will
lead to a .significant understatement of releases. Sec Lee, W. W.•L., the Waste isolation Pilot
Plant Compliance Cert:ificsiion Application: Und~-estimated Dissolvc:d Actinide S1.1uroe Tmn
(1997). In c:onttast to the values used in the CCA, experimental data showed tbat if the
repository brine is assumed to bAve a pH of 8 to 10 and ?Cducing conditions. Pu(Vl) is the stable
state. Reed et al., Stability of Pu(VI). Np(VI). and U(Vl) in Simulated WlPP Brine. 1996. CCA
add'l refs. no. S39. Thus, it would be appropriate to use solubility values for Pu in Salado brine
of 9.0000E-S M and in Castile brine: of 8.0000E-5 M. However, EPA's letters to DOE appc111r to
have adopted DOE'S approach of a.uuming oxidation states m and IV and directs use Of
solubility values of l.3000E·OB M (Castile; Ill), 1.20006-07 (Salado,
4.l OOOE-08 M
(Castile. IV). and 1.3000E·OB (Salado, IV). Clearly. the amounts shown u released will be
much understated. The following values are specified in EPA's April 2S, 1997 letter
(cotnparlsons arc shown with CCA values):

nn.

3402: SOLMOD3/SOLCIM: CCA:
3406: SOLMOD3/SOLSIM: CCA:
3403 SOLMOD41SOLCIM: CCA:
34-07: SOLMOD4/SOI..SIM: CCA:
3404: SOLMODS/SOLCIM: CCA:
3408: SOLMODSISOLSIM: CCA:
3405: SOLMOD6/SOLCIM: CCA:

6.S200E--08; EPA: l.3000E·08
S.8200E-07; EPA: l.2000E-07

6.0000E-09; EPA: 4.lOOOE-01
4. 4000E-06; EPA: 1.JOOOE-08
2.2000E-06; EPA: 4,8000E-07
2.3000E-06; EPA: 2.4000£-07
8.SOOOB-06~ EPA: 4.6000£~03
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Page ·5-

3409: SOLMOD6/SOLSIM: CCA:. 8.7000E-06; EPA: 3.70005--0S
~~- .. ,..,f' +h,. v111lne~ ~elec::tJ:d
,._.,.,;....,-,.. -._;&-:;.

bv EPA vary by two orders of magnitude from the values in the

a.·a...;~-~~......~~:2.W.c:"~.,tZ:~~~~~~~-s.;,_~~~~~............•........~.!1:"-~-~---,..,-._,.._..___...::- __ :... 1.. ":'

6.4.3.6: Sourc::c tenn for colloidal aefiniclea: EPA has a«epted.. after initial questions, the
CCA values for px-oportiouality ogQStants for moles of ac:tinide (Pu and Atn) scrbed an microbial
colloids (PU/PROPMIC and AMIPROPMIC) and for moles of actinide in oxidation state m·
so:rbed on humic:; colloids in Castile brine Uld in Salado brine (PHUMOXJIPHUMOX and
Pm.JMOX3/PHUMSIM). The nature of the questions raised by EPA and their resolution cannot
be determined fro1n the materials. EPA should explain its questions and state the basis for iu
selection of the CCA valw:a.

Further, the lct=s dated March 19 md April 25, 1997 hath refer to a parameter tlO. 3429
Inf~ parameter no. 3429 is PHUMOX3/PHUMCIM. EPA sho'1lcl
state the cotTeCt reference.

as PHUMOX3/PHUMOX.

6.4.52; Salado interbeds: EPA bas stated its concems as to tho fR.c:;turc model fur the
anhydrite intcrbeds and has also questioned seven.1 parameters related to this model Then, in its
letter dated April 25, 1997, EPA stated that several parameters anT n.o longer in qU11stion:

S_ANH-AB/POROSITY
S_MB138/POROSITY
S_MB 139/POROSITY

S_l'v1Bl39/DPHI?vf.AX
S_MB1391PF_DELTA
S_MB139/PI_DELTA
S_MB1391KMAXLOG

s_ANH_ABIDPHIMAX

(nos. 528, 567, 588, 2177, 2180, S86, 2171, and 2158) Such acceptance implies that the 1nodel
Itself is also accepted by EPA. EPA•s action calls for explanation. The size of releases dcpc:nda
significantly upon the model chosen; the "porosity•• model used in PA tends to show
signi.lic;antly lower permeabilities (and lower fluid-migration distances) tbr the same porosity
than an altcmative model. the "aperture" model. See Beauheim e1; al.• lntc1?Btc:d Modeling and
Experimental Programs to Predict Brine and Oas Flow at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,
SAND94-0599C (sec disQU.SSion of pressure-dependent permeability). Sandia has stated that a
new fracture model, and specifieally the aperture model, should be developed. See F~. et al.,
Coupled Multiphase Flow and Closure Aiialysis of Repository Response to Waste-Generated
Gas at the Waste isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). SAND93-l586. at 6-25. Why this has not been
deemed necessary is unexplained. See, in this connection, tho comments 5ubmitted by Walter
Gerstle, dated Decc;mber 3, 1996 and d1Jckc1:ed as item II-H-01.
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6.4.5.J: DRZ: The March 19, 1997 letter identified tho DRZ penneability value as
"lacking suppJttiilg evidence" (enc. 2). U:i the April 17, 1997 letter EPA specified log uniform,
rather than constant. values for this parameter (enc. 2). EPA does not explain the origin of the
permeability range and distribution stated. What is the basis for these values?

6.4.6.2. l: Tnmsport of dissolved actini@s in the Culebra: EPA baa directed use of log
uniform distributions with specified values for five matrix partition coefficients, which define the
extent of retardation in the Culebra:

U+6/MKD_U
U-t-4/MKD_U
PU+3/MXD_PV

PU+4/MICD_PU
AM+3/MKD_AM
(nos. 3475, 3479, 3480, 3481. 3482). The maximum and mi.nim.'IUn values ue as staled in the
CCA. This Agency position c:alli for explanation. For one tbillg, EEG has n=vi.-wed. DOE'S
proposed K,, values and bM pointed out (a) the inappropria.ters of using data from batch tests
with high C01 levels in light of plans to use MgO backfill. (b) the mappliQbility of data based
on dolomite taken from outside the WIPP site, (c) applicability of column test data using the
longest possible test period, and (d) the need to consider organic ligands. Si=e EEG comments,
Feb. 7, 1997. Since that time. EEG has thorougbly reviewed DOB's Kd values and has shown in
detail, in its letter dated May 23, 1997, that the DOE ~ values are not based in valid
experiment.al data. Notably, there are eol\lmll test data only for U(VI) and Np{V), and there are·
no powdered rock data for Pu(lll), Pu(IV), Pu(VI). U(IV), and Np(IV). DOE's choice of
distributions is also unsupported. EPA 's own detenninatiom contained in its letter dated April
25, 1997 is to ~1 appearances made without i::onsidering any of the serious problems raised in
EEG's review. EPA should expWn. tD what extent it lw ~d the DOE elaims and how it
bas an:ived at the distributiom it baa selected.
6.4.1.1: Releases during drilling: Thia category includes the modelina of cuttizi&s,
cavings, and spallings releases. These models a.re imufficiently described in the CC.A, despite
their importance. Thus, it is difficult to idetitifY clearly the: reasoning that may underlie EPA's
aeti.oiu involving the cuttings, cavings, and spallings models.
Concerning the caviDgs mode4 DOE includes a table of parameter valuea in Appendix
CUTTINGS (p. 49). and the pa:rametc:rs arc different &om those in the tables in Appendix PAR.
Table PAR-11 shows that DOE uses 7.80006+00 rad/s as the drill suing angular velQcity
parameter BOREHOLF..IDOMEOA), but EPA has directed DOE to use the range of values for
the parameter from Appendix CUTTINGS. EPA has, howcvc:r! directed use of a cumulative
distribution. rather than DOE's construc~d distribution. EPA has not revealed its thinking. For
example, one unanswered question is whether it makes more sense to vary also the drill bit
diameter if the velocity parameter is to be varied.
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Page -1Another cavings patametcr is waste shear strength (BORE.HOLEITAUFA.IL). In
Appendix CUTTINGS (at 49) DOE selects the .tanae 0.05 to 10 Pa with a constructed
distribution. and in Appendix PAA DOE selects the same range, bu.t a uniform distribution. and
the medians of the two distributions an: plainly different. EPA has stated that it does not ac.c:ept
DOE'.!1 chosen value but that the value chosen by EPA will depcmd on the outcomci of an expert
elicitation on waste particle sizo. I question whether, in the absence of vfllid duta on which to
base a parameter valuet a panel of experts can provide a valid figure.
EPA has stated that the waste material absolute roughness (WAS_AREAIABSROUGH),
stated to have a value of 2.SOOE-02 with a "uniform" distribution, is ''no longer in question."
The parameter is discussed at Appx. CUTITNOS. p. 49. However, it appears that the value
suWorted by that reference is a variable p'll'8nleter. BPA should explain why it has selected a
single value and what da.t.a support that choice.

ln connection with the: spallings model, £PA bas stated that it cannot accept ~ value for
the particle diameter (BLOWOUTIPARTDIA) chosen by DOE but has no acceptable value of its
own. EPA states that the matter must be resolvld by an expert elicitation. But, as stated, the fact
that insufficient data ~st to support a parameter value does not mean that a valid value can be
developed by cm exper1 panel. In addition. it is a major unproved assumption of the CCA
spallings model that to derive a single particlc:·size value for c:ach iteration by samplin& from a
range properly represents., or conservati'Vt!ly bounds, releases. EPA needs to explain why it
bcli~s 1hat thia is so.

EPA has directed the use of a waste permeability value (BLOWOUT/APORO) of
2.4000E-13 m2 in place of l.7000E-13 m:i specified in the CCA- EPA seems to have been guided

by the discussion in the Engineered Systems Data Qualification Peer Review report, pointing out
that data indicate a value: of l.4000E-13 m2 (Appx. PBBru at 5·16 through 5·19). However,
problems with the 'W8Ste permeability vBlue do not end there. EEG hBs poiuted out that DOE's
use of a single perm.,ability value icnores pemiea.bility uncertainty (EEO comments, Feb. 7,
1997). With lower permeability. the phenomena of gas erosion and stuck pipe would need to be
considered (id.). EPA. d~spite these cone~, has specified a single value for the highly
wicerta.in parameter of waste penneability. Funher explanation is required.

Si.milady, EPA's ai:ti.on in at:cepting DOEts value. for waste compressibility
(WAS_AREA/COMP_RCK) of zero should be explained and jt.JStified as conservative, if it is so.
EPA has also directed. 11 new value for the gravity effectiveness factor in the spallings
model (BLOWOUTIFGE). specifying a unifonn distribution from 1 to 18.1, in lieu of the point
value of 18. l u.sed in the CCA. It is clear that the value: for the gravity effectiveness factor was
arbitrarily arrived at (See Lee, W. W.-L., The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Cotnplia11ce
Certification Application: Problems with the Direct Solids Release Calculatio115 ( 1997), at 2.)
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Page-8-

How EPA deter.milled that a range might be 11:1ed t.o generate: moR ac;cUl'ilt.e or oonscrva.tive
results is not cxplaim::d.

6.4. 7.1.1: Dhect brine n:lcase during drilling: EEG bas shown that waste permeability is
very important to the di..tcct brine release scenario (EEG eomments, March 14, 1997). Higher
pcimeability incrmll.$eS di~ brine releases in direQt proportion. Again, EPA must explain its
position an the waste penneability piµametcr.

EPA has determined that values fOT three parameters in the BRAOFLO ~ct brine
release model are· ''no Ion.get in question," namely;
BLOWOUT/MAXFLOW.
BLOWOUTIMINFLOW, AND BLOWOUTIGASMIN. The derivatlon of these values is not
clear~

and the reason fol' EPA' s aa:eptaw::e or them is also unclear.

As to BLOWOt.rr/GASMIN, the CCA S1ates that the value is "arbitrarily sef, (MASS
Att. 16-2, at 10). The1'e is no basis to ac.:cept an artntrmy value. As to MAX.FLOW, the CCA
says only thu.t a certain well wu brought under control within 11 days (950400 seconds), bu.t
why that example should set the maxim.um ti.me is unexttlained (id. 11). A5 to M'JNFLOW, the
value of three days is 5ud to reflect the time to drill through the Castile and cement casing (id.
10), but the cited referenc;e provides no support for Sueth valus.

EPA has also specified a value for waste cemerrtation streugth in BRAGFLO_DBR at a
lag unifo:nn distribution ranging from the minimum fur TAUF AIL to a ma.."<imum of 4.8000E+06
P~ substituting for the value in the CCA,. which is a constant 6195 Pa. The origin of the value
range selected by BPA is completely unexpl.ainc:cl. Cementati.011 strength of waste is ~ma.inly a
sensitiv" pa.rameter in direct relcuscs and must be well justified. EPA's val~ may be even less
conservative than DOE's unsupported value.
6.4.7.2: Lona-term releases following drilling; EPA bu det&mlined. values for t.bree
panuneters relatc:d to the pr;rformance of borehole plugs. It has been contended by EEG that
borehole plug lifetimes should be e. sampled parameter (EBG c:ommeuts, M~ 14. 1997), since

a short borehole plug lifetime (specifically, a short period of low permeability) is non·
canserva.ti.ve with regard to spallings and direct brine releases. It has also been pointed out that il
would be appropriate itt the WlPP area to assume that full-length borehole plugs are us~ which
provide an essentially permanent plug (NM Atty. Gen. Comments. M~h 14, 1997).
Nevertheless1 E:P A bas fixed plug parameters without explanatiop. and without responding to
such comments.
The values relate to the parameters BH_OPENIPRMX_LOG1
CONC_PLG/POROSITY, BH_SAN:QIPRMX_LOG, and CONC_PLO/PRMX_LOG. As to the
first two, l)OE's values are said to be ''no longer in question." A:s to the permeability of
borehole sand and of concrete plugs, BPA has specified a log uniform distribution fo.f the first (ia.
place of a uniform distribution) and a. uniform distributioa. fo:i; the latter (in place of a constant
value). No c:Kpluwion of the source of the new values is stated.
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Page-96.4.8: Castile bri&u: reservoir: EPA has examined. and specified parameter values for
eight paiam.eters c:onceming the Castile brine mlen'Oir:

CASTILER.NOLUMB

CASTILERICOMP_ROCK.
CASTILER/POB.OSITY

CASTILERIPRESSURE
CASTILER/ORIDFLOW

OLOBAL/PBRINE
BLOWOUTrrHICK_CAS
BLOWOUTIR.E_CAST ·
The CCA parameters gover.aiDg the flow .:limn a brine reservoir have departed from available .
data, and the CCA values have: been seriously que:nioned by EEG. In comments dat.c:d Match
14. 1997 'EEO bas shown that the values used fot volume. roek compressibility, and porosity
depart from the WIPP-12 data (the only reasonable analog) au4 \m.dorstate reservoir brine
prodw;tion.
EPA has nevathelel!ls acce;pred the CCA values for reservoir volu=e
(CASTILBRNOLUMH), eff~e porosity (CASTILERIPOROSITY), and far-field pore
p.-essure (CAS'IU.ERIPRESSURE) aad. specified a new value far ~l'llpn!SSibility
(CASTILER/COMP_RCK). The 'ompressibility \ralue seems to have ementod from the pe=
review proc::esa, although the scientific bftsis and quality c:ontrol support for matcrlals presented
to the peer reviewers is entirely absent from the rceord. Any data md materials relied upon by
EPA must be put in the public record. Further, EPA's detcrmiuations 1.,_vc -cma.mwered BEG's
logical p?escntation in support of values lea.ding to a productivity ratio (volume times rock
compressibility divided by porosity) of 4,000E-2 m~/Pa, representing the eharact.eristics of the
WlPP-12 brine encounter. The values specified by EPA dictate a productivity ratio considerably
smaller than the ratio arising from EEG's presentation based. 011 WlPP~12 data. EPA bu not
explained how it read.i.~ ~ c;oJJ1;lusiom.

Nor has EPA explainai how it detennined that the index for selecting brine pockd
volume (CASTILElVORlDPLOW) should be "no longer in question." The distribution of 1 to
32 is admittedly based oi:i DO data and does not: coirespond to reality. EEO bu shown that it is
far more rcaliatic t.o use WIPP-12 reservoir parameters to desaribe this critical characteristic
(EEG comments.~ 14, 1997). ·

EPA has also stated that two pan.meters governing the behavior of the Castile brine
reservoir in case of direct brine releases. BLOWOUTll'HICK_CAS and BLOWOUT/RE_CAST,
are •'no longer in question.- No explanation baa been offe:rc::d.

EPA bu also, inexplicably, specified that the probability of enc:ountcrin1 pressurized
brine should be changed from 8% to a uniform distribution from l % to 60o/a. Sudi a decision on
what could be a very important puamcter of the CCA should be soundly based in data or in
conservative interpl'eta.tion of data: BP.A's de~ision is neither_ There are no data supporting a
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Pnge -10range fer this parameter which includes values as low as 1%. To the contracy, the chda support a
value of 100%, siru:e the smallest possible interpretation of the WIPP-12 reservoir is a reservoir ·
approximately 3 km in dirmlder underlying the WlPP site. Together with th• IDEM data from
magnetic surveys, the existing data show a. high probability of a brine reservoir at BDY location
underlying the repository. See EEO presentation, March 14, 1997.

*

•

*

EPA ha$ prejudged several critical par.uneten critical to the certification C'Ulemaking and
hwi done so without considering and responding to well·fowtded public comments~ most

especially comments ftom knowledgeable scientist.s. EPA's actions will result in the
under.statem=t af ihc risks of the tacility. EPA has an obligation tg rc:ttoro th~ pms;;css required
by the AP A. to withdraw its parameter determinations, to i;tate p~blicly that it will consider
public: c;omments on these parameters with an open mind and to show that it has dono so, by
reconsidering all comments on the parameters in question and fully explaining its decisions as to
those paiam.eten. Please explain what ~hedule the Agency will follow in reinstating tho publit
process.
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